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This book contains a reception of 47 verses of dictation from several spirits,
seemingly in chorus and channeled by Runar, an Enochian explorer. It immediately
attracted my attention with a loud resounding vibrancy that stirred my Khu to
exultation, as I recognized on an intuitive level, a connection with Liber AL vel
Legis. I have held for some time now, the idea that Aiwass is/was an Enochian
Entity that may be of that legendary race of Nephilim or ‘Sons of God.’ And I have
even surmised that Amalantra, Abuldiz and even other entities channeled through
Crowley’s oracular operations were also amongst their brethren.
Crowley skryed all 30 Aethyrs within a period spanning 9 years (1900-1909ev),
during which time he channeled his Magnum Opus (1904ev) as dictated to him by
Aiwass. This occurs almost exactly in the middle of the operation and it seems
apparent that the synchronicity of this shouldn’t be ignored. If this revered holy
book is a special transmission, forging an ‘Advent’ for the approaching Aeon of
Aquarius 693 years after the Equinox of the Gods. For those who understand the
nature of the Gnostic Circle, this number is incredibly significant. Horus then is a
mundane Aeon as are all those Crowley names after the Egyptian gods, distinct and
separate from the Astrological and Cosmic Aeons that belong to the Wheel of Time.
The nature of Runar’s transmission is explained below. But it is interesting to note
that 87 years after the Equinox of the Gods, such a work should appear. 87 by AIQ
BKR is 15, Ayin or the Eye of Horus and with 606 years left to the inauguration of
the Aeon of Aquarius, we get a reduction to 12, suggesting the Zodiac. To be clear,
I’m not trying to make an argument that this work is ‘Class A’ unless one wants to
hold all authentic communication with these entities in this regard. That just
doesn’t seem credible. But like most of the ‘Holy Books of Thelema’, I would make
the argument that this is a ‘Class A-B’ working.

For that matter, I would suggest that Liber 418 also be included in this canon. I feel
that this is an important point to make as Liber 418 provides for us most of the
doctrinal information upon which the Thelemic philosophy is comprised. And
there’s much to it that has yet to be fully explored. It gives us an expansion of our
pantheon, beyond those gods introduced to us by way of the Book of the Law and

provides for us a thorough exploration of the astral plane wherein the Nephilim are
said to reside.
Considering the fact that the verses of the Book of the Law have been counted, it
seems worthwhile to make a comparison. The 220 verses of Liber AL vel Legis can
be gematrically equivocated to the number of 11 as 220 reduces to 22 or ‘2 * 11’.
The digits 4 and 7 the make up the number of verses in this text can be added to
produce 11 or ‘1 * 11’. Both books are divided into three chapters. Though in
Runar’s DOzmt Index, the third chapter is divided into five sections, unlike
Crowley’s transmission.
Both texts are recursive in nature and are dictated, utilizing a grammar that is not
aesthetically consistent with ‘good English’. However, Liber AL vel Legis is
dictated in English in contrast with the DOzmt Index being dictated in Enochian.
Both prophets indicate a reluctance and surprise in their reception, though Crowley
also had other mitigating issues; including his initial disgust for the work received.
And I’m not trying to place Runar on a par with the Master Therion. But I will
state that his work shows a certain Adept nature that puts him hierarchically above
other Aspirants to the College of the Rosy Cross.
In my conversations with Runar, he indicated that one who has attained to the plane
of consciousness indicated on the Tree-of-Life by Hod and Netzach (with the
connecting path, the Tower Atu), one manifests the ability to prophecy. These two
Sephiroth along with Yesod, form the Astral Triad. And so from my own viewpoint
as having attained only to the consciousness of a Zelator and Yesod, have enough of
an ability to concur and validate this assertion, based on my own intuition. So the
essential difference between the two works of Crowley and Runar would be that
Crowley asserts Aiwass, one specific entity, as his Holy Guardian Angel; rather than
the chorus of entities communicating with Runar. And of course, Crowley’s tome is
strictly Class-A.

Selected preamble from Runar’s website:
My Enochian adventure started in January 1991 when I without any warning
received this Treatise. The rituals I did was not Enochian but I followed the
Instructions that I received as I understood that something unusual, huge and
important was going on. And Suddenly the thunder-voice broke loose. Nothing
was translated or commented in English. The spirits that I then worked with were
of a Greek/Jewish/Gnostic mixture; I could tell this by their names that I
recognized by use of diverse dictionaries; These Spirits only referred to the event
or the Interfering Spirits as the Eye. The spirits showed themselves after the
dictation and that’s the most impressive vision I ever have had. Its completely
impossible to describe - I don’t understand to this day that I can have seen such
a vision.

Commentary: Right off, I am intrigued. Most prophecy is received by reluctant
receptors as they seem almost blindsided by the reception.
The differences between this treatise and the Calls given to Dee and Kelly stems
from the fact that these texts are spoken by swift Fire-spirits (its actually the first
spoken treatise in the angelic language) - not carefully chosen words from large
tables where the translation is given afterwards.
Commentary: These praeter-human intelligences are speaking to Runar in much
the same fashion that Aiwass spoke to Crowley. As Runar notes this differentiation
from how they communicated to Dee and Kelly, we have something profound to
observe. In this mundane Aeon, the astral energy about the earth is of a different
dynamic than that of five-hundred years ago. And more things are possible than
were then. So it is perhaps, easier for these intelligences to present themselves to us.
This three chaptered book presents a creation myth and this has happened
before in recent history. Note that the Book of the Law does the same thing;
articulates the core of being and the awakening of consciousness. This does not
mean that The Book of the Law has to be replaced or in any way should become
considered as something in contradiction with The Book of EM. This Book does
not claim to be a book containing any new law or propaganda pertaining to any
new aeon. Its purpose is to shed some light on some of the same area, which the
Book of the Law describes.
Commentary: We should expect further prophecy in this age. There is a vital force
breaking through the astral that is quite conducive to this. Even still, there are
plenty of false prophets as well as that force is so strong, those with lesser refined
egos will also manifest their refracted visions.
The foremost connection point is between Hadit and PA-I-ON. As Hadit claims to
be the giver of life and the flame that burns in the core of every star and human
heart, PA-I-ON claims about the same in other words. And that’s the point of
connection.
Commentary: As an immediate extrapolation, we could play with ‘PA’ in the Green
Language as the idea of ‘Father’ with the ‘I’ being the Yod in the formula of ‘ON’.
This would be consistent with the nature of Hadit. In Hebrew, ‘PA’ equals 81, ‘I’
equals 10 and ‘ON’ equals 120. From the chapter of Hadit in Liber AL vel Legis we
can extrapolate an explanation for the number 81:
"For I am perfect, being Not; and my number is nine by the fools; but with the just I am
eight, and one in eight: Which is vital, for I am none indeed. The Empress and the King
are not of me; for there is a further secret."—AL II.15
81 is also a number of Yesod and the Moon. Crowley writes on this in Magick in
Theory and Practice:

“The initiate of the XI Degree O.T.O. will remark that there is a totally different formula of
ALIM, complementary with that here discussed. 81 may be regarded as a number of Yesod
rather than of Luna. The actual meaning of the word may be taken as indicating the
formula. Aleph may be referred to Harpocrates, with allusion to the well-known poem of
Catullus. Lamed may imply the exltation of Saturn, and sugegest the Three of Swords in a
partcular manner. Yod will then recall Hermes, and Mem “The Hanged Man.” We have
thus a Tetragrammaton which contains no feminine component. The initial Force is here
the Holy Spirit and its vehicle or weapon the “Sword and Balances.” Justice is then done
upon the Mercurial “Virgin,” with the result that the Man is “Hanged” or extended, and is
slain in this manner. Such an operation makes creation impossible—as in the former case;
but here there is no question of rearrangement; the creative force is employed deliberately
for destruction, and is entirely absorbed in its own sphere (or cylinder, on Einstein’s
equations) of action. This Work is to be regarded as “Holiness to the Lord.” The Hebrews,
in fact, conferred the title of Qadosh (holy) upon its adepts. Its effect is to consecrate the
Magicians who perform it in a very special way. We may take note also of the
correspondence of Nine the Teth XI, Leo, and the Serpent. The great merits of this formula
are that it avoids contact with the inferior planes, that it is self-sufficient, that it involves no
responsibilities, and that it leaves its masters not only stronger in themselves, but wholly
free to fulfill their essential Natures. Its abuse is an abomination.”

Yod and the number 10 belongs to the Hermit Atu (also from the chapter of Hadit):
"Behold! these be grave mysteries; for there are also of my friends who be hermits. Now
think not to find them in the forest or on the mountain; but in beds of purple, caressed by
magnificent beasts of women with large limbs, and fire and light in their eyes, and
masses of flaming hair about them; there shall ye find them. Ye shall see them at rule, at
victorious armies, at all the joy; and there shall be in them a joy a million times greater
than this. Beware lest any force another, King against King! Love one another with
burning hearts; on the low men trample in the fierce lust of your pride, in the day of your
wrath."—AL II.24
This brings us to the formula of ON, the number 120 and prophecy as 120 is the
value of the Hebrew word that pertains to prophecy. It is interesting to note that
120 may also be reduced to 12, the number of the Zodiac and the Starry Gnosis that
is the key to prophecy.

This Trinity of the EM (which consists of three triads ) makes up the Enochian
concept of The Trinity: While the Book of the Law uses the formula O = 2; Nuit=0
Hadit=0/1 RHK= two in One, The Book of EM propagates the formula 2 = 0.
Commentary: Runar makes a mistake here. The Thelemic formula is 2=0 [1 + (-1)
= 0]. So again, we have a perfect affinity with Liber AL vel Legis, which is vital. If
his work had contradicted this, there would be a major complaint against the
authenticity of these intelligences.

Periak tells that his needed oneness shall be his Openess and therefore begets
ontological status Zero, Pa-I-On is the One born essence and thereby one. Perio
from the 3rd Chapter becomes his shadow and thereby the 2nd or/and non. This
also resembles the Christian Trinity of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost,
but here they become defined as The Unborn, The Born and The Shadow, which
makes it closer to Zoroastrianism than Christianity. Also this Trinity can be
compared to formula AUM; the hindu Trinity of Brahma; the opener, Vishnu; the
conserver, and Shiva; the destroyer.And also the Trinity mentioned in the Book of
the Law, Hoor, Asar & Isa (where Crowley states in the commentary that Isa is
legendary Jesus)
Commentary: Periak has a masculine ending and is equal to 1 as Perio has a femine
ending and is equal to 0. We have the basic electro-magnetic structure of life
(positive and negative) that comprise the formula of ON as expressed by PA-I-ON in
this work.

The emphasis in this book is placed on Chapter three while chapter two is very
short in comparison. This I regard as a consequence that the Book of the Law
takes care of the functions of this essence and its unfolding. The books
significance to practitioners is in the use of the Shadow as a means to arising to
the state of Periak where the Unique Man of Balance has got his place. Pa-i-on is
the One that is the “becomer” and cause of the one that becomes manifest and
caught by the reality of matter and its duality, the object for karmic
consequenses.
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The 12 black hands and the falling seats..
Comment: 12 brings a certain reference to the Starry Gnosis as it corresponds
zodiacally. Also, 12 is the unity of the polarity as noted in my comments above on
120 and the formula of ON. The “falling seats” are the Sephiroth laying themselves
out in the descending path of the ‘Lightening Flash’.
Chapter one:
1)Ma pratisi kolia navadigi, selig quanisi gon. Hua na vetha seg
GOVENTAZ dol po.
1. The fallen virgins are creating the stones on the path, the
faithful and handless olives. I that sembles the evil spirit
goventaz (saying neither here) am wholly divided.

Comment: The fallen virgins seems a reference to Liber AL:
"I am uplifted in thine heart; and the kisses of the stars rain hard upon thy body."
AL II.62
The beings of innocence, not yet involved in matter are involving themselves, virgins
as stars...and the weight of these stars upon the astral affects us all. We are
connected as stones on each other's path, cf. Crowley's 'Sponge Vision'. And the
message from beyond the Abyss of from the Abyss itself, either or, where nothing is
divided.
2) Beria merkrth, so i rana, vetha keisa leta meru. Kolemn. Kethar
sefi roni, Quesar lothi na veit kolia.
2. I am sleeping beyond, the visit is cold and to assimilate is finding
torment. The creator herein. The bridge is to carry out the
sunset. The destruction quenches the weaknesses that comes
from the created.
Comment: I see a correlation with Liber LXV here...wherein the one became the
all...I see the slumber of Brahma...the involution into the dark matter...coldness...the
bridge?...the ART ATU from Yesod to Tiphareth. To quench the weakness is in the
HGA connection...destroying the illusion that the lower ego can hold over our eyes.
3) Betha re i vah ma the zon, ke it do le. Gavana, dire kiti meg le sik
kore; Na vai. Thero saka setia le paia seki sathajia.
3. Talking cunning is like falling as forms, therefore is it in the
first. Arise, dismantle the 12 whose good intension was looking
at the trinity’s first mystery number, nr 2, Therefore mine
provided oneness always shall be my openness.
Commment:
"There is division hither homeward; there is a word not known. Spelling is defunct; all is
not aught. Beware! Hold! Raise the spell of Ra-Hoor-Khuit!"—AL III.2
The number 2 may indicate the aeon of Taurus (2nd Zodiacal Sign and the heart of
the Manifestation of Scorpio with its three aeons: Gemini, Taurus and Aries. The
last of these, Aries, was the immediate predecessor of the Aeon of Pisces) is of major
importance in the Starry Gnosis...should one make a study of it. All the wisdom
that we are now discovering in the Sphinx and the Pyramid at Giza was prepared
for us in this Aeon.
4) Mer doi na van sej keti, beria vethi. Ramzakal no i a sevi late zar.
PERIO da sajin sekun. Doria da sai vethik lama ran methik coi
Necun. Per sak sal.

4. The torment-snake that is neither good nor bad, sleep comes
from. The regrets within 456 becomes, and is the 2nd finding
ways. PERIO is the black brother of mine. The black and fallen
(brothers) illusionary path of regret are in continuance and
(they) rather holy servants. Burning is my house.
Comment: The ‘Torment-Snake’ is the Kundalini or Fire Serpent that either raises
its head or droops down to spew venom as described in Liber AL. 456 in Hebrew
Qabalah is 'the fig tree and fruit' as well with the mention of olives above, two
consistent references to those important events that the desert religions grew out of.
And the discussion of the 'Black Brother' as a holy servant is consistent with
Crowley's and Motta's teachings on the subject. The burning house is of course a
reference to the Tower Atu...all in all, seemingly indicative of the world situation we
are now in...with WWIII now posturing.
5) Boru metha goii me tha la ke varunn, metha fetha keiin sel na va
KATI re vaunn set.
5. The hurricane is blind, saying around in the excesses,
therefore seeing. To the blinding visit within the hands of the
good brother, cunning seeing is needed.
Comment: The way to protect Dharma as per the Mahabharata, is with a cunning
lie...told by the good Krsna...this seems a whole reference to that described by the
Yin-Yang symbol, with the light in the darkness and the darkness in the light.
6) Therkes da vei nala Zax periodon. Thata rami, keta sa sek vetha
quati zel berathi keiin. Do rati ve nonta ri ve ogg sa vekti lavi Ni Ni
me onto rama i sevi kesar ka del o seki norotauni. Pe o ka za Ni
vethi ra ta quasar. Te i pe ona terio la KETI. Thedit PeNi, raki o ve
lasa.
6. The 2nd ladder which crosses Zax is the brothers fight. The
cycle accelerates,they are within me, it is is like having the
creators hands within. In hardening like the earths mercy-like
chamber and letting the mute cry invoke the 28 28 (NI NI) for the
pouring of regret, the feelings of destruction are the fighters
named my defaced sons. Beeing called within are the 28 making
regret as their pleasure. It is your making and shall be the good
brother. Work the PeNI and weeping is called forth like riches.
Comment: ZAX is the Abyss and the demon Choronzon, Guardian and Dweller on
the Threshhold. And again, that 2nd ladder and Taurus...so there's some recursion
here and the idea of a cycle adds some support to the idea of the Starry Gnosis being
again indicated...consistent with Crowley's skrying of the aethyrs and the doctrine
that would be derived from that; incorporated into Thelemic philosophy.

The “cry” of “28” seems a definite instruction to perform the ‘Cry of the 28th
Aethyr’, which is BAG within which is a theme of ‘sorrow.’ The word ‘regret’ is
used in this verse, which is a suitable synonym for sorrow. In this is a reflection of
Binah, the ‘Sorrow of the Great Mother’ and of course, Binah is also NUIT/PAN,
Guardian of the Abyss.
7) Pena, reti keon tara leane sefi keta ra te ti. Peja naka theri ve
naki theja mopolosa theri. Tik tan-tika lef ti ra netika. Sa i on. Pe
rati fek karjja seg olon. Fetik sevia na heria fek tarja ketholon
teria kothon sak krajin.
PERIAK
7.The furs;(asmuch as) the hard creation shall be (as) the
branches feeling the regret as it is. Your life shall be like life
when your extinguishing becomes. The man of balance; the unique
man. Its regretable beeing without nothing,the within is so made.
The slave in the noisy oven pouring awfulness. Dont visit feelings
which splits matter noisy, The creatures steady waves shall be
the fence of mine disappearing in spirals.
PERIAK.
Branches of a tree is yet another allusion to 456 and the fig tree as the Tree-of-Life.
Extinguishing...as the Gnostics say, one who would lose his life will save it. The man
of balance is an intimation to Libra, opposite Aries, the age that followed
Taurus...as the unique man...the originator, which Aries is normally described as.
But Libra has of course its own lessons in the study of Astrology that this verse is
consistent with...and a reference towards nothingness and disappearing spirals
shows the Alchemical nature of Libra in the equilibration of opposites that then
become annihilated, which is itself the nature of the Great Work. This Great Work
culiminates in Binah, the City of the Pyramids wherein one resides as a particle of
dust. In other words, 1 is NOT or 0 and so Periak the 1 is telling us that the mission
of Hadit is to unite with Nuit.
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Chapter Two:
1) Sa-Kala kherat; zner PA-I-ON, Ne vaktarim. Pe voojim zakre ta
sejion te vani la peres-tak el mana-kire.

1. And 456 spoke, swore that being is made; the Holy living
essence of breath, for your mighty movements in the temple
invoked the fiery feet of the One which bids you vitality.
Comment: Now we can clearly see that 456 is a direct allusion to the Tree-of-Life
and as the breath or Logos. The Kundalini as the “fiery feet” is awakened by the
calls of Runar, the channel.
2) Pe o sa ja ki le ma perest ta veii. Pe la ki teresa karisèo taii. Pe
tajo talasa kai nepa, neki o parastia tajo-no-i.
2. Being called within, truth grants the Ones fall, fiery as the
second. Your One grants becoming and let it be lit. For your
excesses of the freedom sword, Life calls the Fire of comfort,
which lights, becomes and is.
Comment: The reference here seems indicate the ‘Light-bringer’, Lucifer/Venus as
the falling star. The allusions to Liber AL vel Legis are also quite strong:
"But to love me is better than all things: if under the night-stars in the desert thou
presently burnest mine incense before me, invoking me with a pure heart, and the Serpent
flame therein, thou shalt come a little to lie in my bosom. For one kiss wilt thou then be
willing to give all; but whoso gives one particle of dust shall lose all in that hour. Ye
shall gather goods and store of women and spices; ye shall wear rich jewels; ye shall
exceed the nations of the earth in splendour & pride; but always in the love of me, and so
shall ye come to my joy. I charge you earnestly to come before me in a single robe, and
covered with a rich headdress. I love you! I yearn to you! Pale or purple, veiled or
voluptuous, I who am all pleasure and purple, and drunkenness of the innermost sense,
desire you. Put on the wings, and arouse the coiled splendour within you: come unto
me!"—AL I.61
"There is help & hope in other spells. Wisdom says: be strong! Then canst thou bear
more joy. Be not animal; refine thy rapture! If thou drink, drink by the eight and ninety
rules of art: if thou love, exceed by delicacy; and if thou do aught joyous, let there be
subtlety therein!"—AL II.70
"But exceed! exceed!"—AL II.71
The “freedom sword” also seems an allusion to the office of the Scarlet Woman:
"This shall be your only proof. I forbid argument. Conquer! That is enough. I will
make easy to you the abstruction from the ill-ordered house in the Victorious City. Thou
shalt thyself convey it with worship, o prophet, though thou likest it not. Thou shalt have
danger & trouble. Ra-Hoor-Khu is with thee. Worship me with fire & blood; worship
me with swords & with spears. Let the woman be girt with a sword before me: let blood
flow to my name. Trample down the Heathen; be upon them, o warrior, I will give you of
their flesh to eat!"—AL III.11

3) Ven-tora tajik pejitar kavana sel tar tijo, Vekto ram-kaal najise
sejio tarkes. Plostra keni-ja-kes meriva tejo pekitar. Fes taji
qanos t traja.
3. Neither sustains and doesn’t light but stretches out, the
arising hands goes forth and lights. The mute and cold cry from
456 wills the black brother as the ladder. The variety is truly
bound in torment as you are stretching out. Carry out your olive
and its seed.
Comment: The Black Brother as the ladder seems a direct reference to the ‘nightside’ of the Tree-of-Life and the web of forms (“variety”) that Choronzon provides
for the incarnation (“torment” being the act of incarnation) and manifestation
(“stretching out”). The ladder would be that which connects Yesod to Da’ath. The
olive becomes a symbol of Babalon as the salt of the earth, with the hidden manna
(“seed”) therein.
4) Om NI, Talajo pejina saki tal, vet-toro. PeNI PaNI terio keso.
PARAMA terejo tarke lanoviel. Peres saji pent.
4. Understand the 28 (NI) , the creatures stretches out mine
excess and makes it sustain. PeNI PaNI, becomes and are. PARAMA
shall he the ladder and map of the 2nd and the One. The Fire
awfully stinging.
Comment: Again, a connection of Binah (as the ‘Sorrow of the Great Mother’ with
NUIT/PAN) reflecting into the 28th Aethyr. With Binah being the third Sephira, the
“2nd and the One” seem to be the other two Supernals. In the sense, “The Fire
awfully stinging” becomes the full rush of complete attainment…that which is
beyond the veil of the Abyss and the domain of both Choronzon and Nuit/Pan.
5) Leta zar veiio kanatroja perestoka levani quat trokij sevi ona
spav. Perenu vasti kerestinu, veijia kelastikal quato Ra-Maz-Kil.
5. Finding the ways perfected and fixed, the fire-mountain invokes
the creators mind and feelings that makes one cry in utter joy.
The Fire in truth demands union with the 2nd, the born and
appearing by the creators regrettable pact of the bolt.
Comment: Here again we have a reference to Liber LXV and the “shame of
Khem”. The creator would be Kether as the “2nd” or reflection of Ain Soph Aur
into manifestation by way of the lightening bolt that establishes the Tree-of-Life.
6) Fe Ne za vetika quanis sekio, Pereji savina queto rakajita dol.
Fetika sekit terejo natika teren sav kel.

6.Visit the holyness within the not-made olive of mine. The Fire
enters the whole weeping creation. Visit the man of mine become
that man, go forth and feel born.
Comment: Here we find vital instruction. The Earth is not yet “made”. We have to
transmute matter so that the light (that electro-magnetic matter) can fully indwell
within each cell of our bodies. In this way will we finally “feel born”. This is the
true secret of the Alchemists.
7) Perji-on ta vethik quan tares ke lati seji. Qoulemanu vet tranu
sak, i ta fen savji qued saki net. Tol dezi quat setina.
7.Fire made thee the not-made creations becoming, and is found as
the black brother. The creator is herein, making the marrow of
mine,(and) is as a follower, feeling our shrinking creation by mine
emptiness. All heads the creator’s temple.
Comment: When this light is made manifest, we are as the ‘non-begotten’ children
of God. We create our new bodies as Choronzon or the demiurge creates the
Universe. This is alluded to also in Liber AL vel Legis:
"I am the Lord of the Double Wand of Power; the wand of the Force of Coph Nia-but my
left hand is empty, for I have crushed an Universe; & nought remains."—AL III.72
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Chapter three - Part One:
1) Gohusali ta nat ho raki-sela, methari kati na veiiti sekio fet.
Thari ket naria tala veiita. Meri ketholo peti Zax nethik vetio thari
ma-sala.
1. I say thee as the child of zeros weeping hands: follow out the
good intention that comes from my visit that is their deadly
expansion. Torments steady waves is going to Zax, wearing full
equipment, the making shall be fallen wonders
Comment: The message here, starts to become recursive. This is interesting
considering the fact that it is the final chapter of the three. “wearing full
equipment” and “fallen wonders” seems to allude to the complete nature of
incarnation. So it seems that some preparation is necessary.

2) Fet-io tari KETI na za lo karia, te rati fek quati selig KETI
ranousli, pei natir kevi jetolo quanis teri ja moloso.
2. Eternal visit shall be for the good brother (KETI), that is
within the Ones oven. The hard noise from the creators handless
white brothers home, for the child does not care, out of him
olives shall be the truth spitting out.
Comment: The “truth” seems a reference to the coming Aeon of Ma’at. And the
“oven” is an Alchemical reference alluding to the womb of the Earth. This seems a
prophecy to an Avatar that is yet to come. Note, the essential difference between an
Avatar and a Prophet is that the Avatar is the human incarnation of the energy of
an Aeon. The work of the present Aeon is to prepare for the ‘one’ to come.
3) Peria KETI sak quati leojo. Peri uat tenik quato, leta vet sakia.
PERIO pa leijo ma saki uet davani keniquat.
3.The Flaming white brother of mine is the wheel of creation. Fire
made a wild creator that made or found me. PERIO is the fallen
wheel of mine making the arising from the bound creation.
Comment: PERIO is a femine form; we can surmise that the ‘fallen’ Earth is to be
redeemed by this. Note here that as the Earth is now in an imperfect orbit of 365
days, it’s perfection will be noted on the material plane when that orbit is adjusted
to a perfect 360 degrees.
4) Pel-i-va ta riga za li na huati ta reiji pen pon ta moto sagi ta roina. Uet ta raki seii huat da huen na huat ti raki-solo. Tejo hua do
rati tejo huat di naro-kolasi-pejon-ton.
4. The stiff Fire is like thee Core, within the first that hails as the
wand destroys the furs of the awfuls robes ; the sunrise of the
Trinity. Do as the weeping black brother, worship the worshipper
that worships its weeping hands. Light the worshipper in the
slave, light the worship of the killing of the creators riches for
the whole-making.
Comment: The ‘furs of the awfuls robes’ alludes to the Sephiroth below the Abyss
as the trinity of Supernals rises above it. Upon this, the light is redeemed in matter,
which is the result of “whole-making”.
5) PERIO dalina uatij seki doro zan. Huat pei dogi la nesi-qurastiquan. Tekil doro huati seki pa-las-teri naki dogno pejontolosa
PERIKO. na huet i GA perjei.
5. PERIO is the fighter, making mine black finger. Worship for the
howling of the walking maidens creation. The unknown blackness

for mine adorer shall be the divided life howling in PERIKO'S
heavenly riches. That worshipper is the Fire of the 31.
Comment: This is an overt reference to the Scarlet Woman. Perio again, a
feminine noun, being depicted as a “fighter” for the cause of “creation”, which is the
nature of Babalon, whom is the Mother of All. Hadit as related in Liber AL vel
Legis is the “worshipper,” part of the key to the equation of AL: Nuit=31;
Hadit=31; Ra-hoor-khuit=31. Periko seems another aspect of Perio.
6) Kel-ika sek quato dor-onto pajina huet Berika la maasi doro
pejonorak. PeNI PaNI: DO.
6. Unborn is mine created blackness pouring and stretching over
the worshipper of the sleeping (PERIAK) and laid up black
heavenly no-son PeNI PaNI: IN.
Commentary: Nuit covers Hadit as the night sky envelops the Earth. Yet this seems
an allusion to the putrefaction process in Alchemy. PeNI PaNI would then be the
‘Bornless One,’ the seed interred deep “IN” the core of the Earth. Equating Hadit
to the ‘Bornless One,’ creates an allusion to the intrinsic nature of the star-stuff of
which we are.
7) Keli soko ra, beti dejona fet likavi sejionor Znati gei. Pelika
savani ront ka jagile sejona pari KALA mitari konoto sek quati
dor-onto.
7.Born is the reigners regret, he is talking about resigning, and
visits then the earthly sons wandering spirit. The stiff Fire arises
upon the mountains sunset and are the reason why the earthly
burns, the 456 follows and perfects my creators black pouring.
Comment: The resignation is the ‘One’ becoming the ‘All’ from which the the Treeof-Life indicated by the number 456, is formed. Again here, we have a recursive
statement. The development is “the earthly sons wandering spirit.” To the ancients,
the planets were referred to as ‘wandering stars.’ These stars were of course, visible
in the nightsky after “sunset.” And the evoked passion in the hearts of our
antideluvial predecessors of which the Nephilim or Enochian Entities are counted
amongst.
8) Pei doro sak quetina, pejina dor teliko sak KETI no.Poi seki
darak, ket naji metholo.
8. For black is my rottenness, stretching out the black death for
mine white brothers song. Divide my self-lessness, they will
continue.

Comment: This verse presents the most direct Alchemical allusion of the entire text
so far. The putrefaction process creates the ‘nigredo’, which is then calcined to a
perfect whiteness in the opening stages of the operation. Often, Alchemical plates
depict a body (represented by male and female images) divided and recombined.
9) PARAMAON saki nalati doro. Pei saki Na reti pejolo noraki seg
so selig. Keloto sak perijo na veti Periodonto.
9. PARAMAON mine black cross. For mine Trinity hardens the
weeping sickle, and the awful visits handless. Born is the Fire
that comes from the brothers full fight.
Comment: This provides an opportunity for me to talk about a major misnomer in
Thelemic thought for most of the community...
"As brothers fight ye!"— AL III.59
This verse is not about fighting each other in some sort of Darwinian or
Machiavellian struggle amongst to meet out the stronger combatants in our
community. This idea is more a measure of the Age of Chivalry, which makes it a
‘black’ ritual. Rather, the full fight is the fight with one’s real enemy, oneself. This
is the true “Fire” that tempers the steel of the soul. It is a fight within that proves a
measure of integrity. The fight without is a product of the herd-consciousness that
is essentially of the Christist Egregore.
Paramaon seems a no-de-plume for the Great Reaper. The reference to the sickle
validates this. Perhaps here we have PAN, the “black cross” and an aspect of Nuit
or Perio in this transmission. What is interesting to me is the fact that though this
transmission proves a marvelously correlative extension of Liber AL vel Legis, these
essential names are strictly Enochian and not Egyptian at all. The speculation here
would be that as the Aeon is now beginning to evolve and take hold yet that much
stronger, we see the Nephilim or Enochian Entities making themselves more plainly
known.
10) QUELI !!! Znorzulgi quati na huet tejo norim. KATI?. Tejo Zax
Salim. Peti reti nara-timolum-sak. Quati derinu cum pei doromiona.
10. Disappear from earth!!! (I) bring terrible curses on creation
that worships and lights the sons (brothers). The good
intention? Lit in the house of Zax! Going to harden the killing
wooden work of mine, Creation shall be a united frame for solid
gathered shapes.
Comment: These “curses” are the ‘shame of Khem’ as proffered in Liber LXV.
And here again is Zax as the reflection of the ‘Sorrow of the Great Mother.’ The
shapes of incarnation provided by Choronzon from the ‘nightside’ of the Tree-ofLife as discussed above. So that again, we see another recursive verse.

11) Pekil sekil darim-ma-thil terio KETIL sekio. Pejonto ra-maz-tok
quani, saii peli nerimo-qlzrt.
11. The apprentice to mine gathered falling seats shall be the
first white brother of mine (PA-I-ON)(This is) the heavenly and
regrettable pact of the mountain and the olives, the black and
stiff fire of the torment-knowing maidens.
Comment: In Yesod, the Zelator is quickened to the nature of the Great Work and
Hadit begins to shine from within; “PA-I-ON” (vide supra). The Neophyte
undergoes the ‘Ordeal of the Nephesch’ indicated here by the “torment-knowing
maidens.” This is the precursory “fire” that tempers the resolve of one’s
Aspiration.
Chapter three - part two
1) Golaqin tuari sek quan. Peii snar tolo quan deri meth faki, tel
sono ta meti dol quati neres.
1.Stainless and pure shall my creation be. The sickles absolute
motion unites with creation in a blinding noise, All forms as a
blinding whole, to the creators true pity.
Comment: This is reminiscent of these lines from Liber LXV:
And Adonai said: The strong brown reaper swept his swathe and rejoiced. The wise man
counted his muscles, and pondered, and understood not, and was sad. Reap thou, and
rejoice!—LXV I.56
Then was the Adept glad, and lifted his arm. Lo! an earthquake, and plague, and terror
on the earth! A casting down of them that sate in high places; a famine upon the
multitude! —LXV I.57
O Lord God! let the haven be cast down by the fury of the storm! Let the foam of the
grape tincture my soul with Thy light! —LXV I.62
As the light crystallizes in each and every cell of our being, we are transformed into
a body of light. This is the central mystery of the path of evolution that the
Rosicrucians and indeed the ancient Gnostics have spoken of. The apparancy to
those on the Earth not sensitive to the aethyric kingdom, is one of death, but this is
but the illusion of perspective for the blind.
2) Pejono ra pethi vet saiiono huet na le kira. Pet saki huet
nalimiati periona sek dolomi.

2.Heavenly regrets is going to make the temple for the
worshipper of the Ones vitality. For mine worshipper, crosses of
fire makes mine ALLPOWER.
Comment: And again from Liber LXV:
(From a certain world came an infinite wail.) That falling petal seemed to the little ones
a wave to engulph their continent.— LXV I.36
So they will reproach thy servant, saying: Who hath set thee to save us?— LXV I.37
All they understand not that thou and I are fashioning a boat of mother-of-pearl. We will
sail down the river of Amrit even to the yew-groves of Yama, where we may rejoice
exceedingly.— LXV I.38
The joy of men shall be our silver gleam, their woe our blue gleam -- all in the mother-ofpearl. — LXV I.40
Adonai spake yet again with V.V.V.V.V. and said: The earth is ripe for vintage; let us eat
of her grapes, and be drunken thereon. — LXV I.50
And V.V.V.V.V. answered and said: O my lord, my dove, my excellent one, how shall this
word seem unto the children of men? — LXV I.51
And He answered him: Not as thou canst see. It is certain that every letter of this cipher
hath some value; but who shall determine the value? For it varieth ever, according to the
subtlety of Him that made it. — LXV I.52
And Adonai said: The strong brown reaper swept his swathe and rejoiced. The wise man
counted his muscles, and pondered, and understood not, and was sad. Reap thou, and
rejoice!— LXV I.56
Then was the Adept glad, and lifted his arm. Lo! an earthquake, and plague, and terror
on the earth! A casting down of them that sate in high places; a famine upon the
multitude! — LXV I.57
And the grape fell ripe and rich into his mouth. — LXV I.58
The foam of the grape is like the storm upon the sea; the ships tremble and shudder; the
shipmaster is afraid. — LXV I.60
That is thy drunkenness, O holy one, and the winds whirl away the soul of the scribe into
the happy haven. —LXV I.61
Note that I again used some of the same verses from Liber LXV in my comment on
this verse as in the previous verse of this text. This verse is immediately recursive in
relation to the previous verse. But with a certain greater detail.

3) Perio do sani peji huet na kai talà dorina ka huati nek ki lasa.
Perio ke nati sek ki naltamire do neji kel
3. PERIO in parts rests, worships that freedom, all is then black,
thereby is the worshippers life’s riches granted. PERIO is
granting the torment of the cross in willing my child’s birth.
Comment: We have here an allusion to the Magickal Childe that is the ‘Golden
Child’ greatly anticipated in the East and the coming Messiah, greatly anticipated in
the West. One learns from the study of the ‘Gnostic Circle’, that this Avatar will
embody the Aeon of Truth, the Aeon of Maat of which the present Aeon is but the
preparation for. It is quite fitting that this child comes by way of Perio, is the birth
of Nuit/Babalon, indicating the gender fitting the goddess taking the throne of Ra in
the Aeon to come.
4) Peontorama ketinanu sak keti darum. Peli sak dolomani, ket dire
paj sek ki quati nor dol EM.
4.For the pouring of coldness to the white brothers stone, my
w.b.'s [white brotherhood] self the whole offer is my stiff Fire,
but for them whom dismantles the 12, by my guaranteeing the
creators son of all 9.
Comment: The ‘Gnostic Circle’ is divided by both 9 and 12. The 12 of course, are
most commonly understood as it forms the basic study of Astrology. But the nine is
less prevalent and warrants a brief description. The division of the circle into 9 is
devised by placing the planets on the cusps of these segments. At the top is Sol,
followed deosil by: Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Moon & Earth
conjoined, Venus and finally, Mercury. An ascending triad can be superimposed
upon this, connecting the Moon & the Earth conjoined, with Saturn and the Sun.
The study of this reveals an esoteric key to the formulation of the ‘Body of Light’.
Chapter Three - part three
1) Pejiqstra donoki satia mejnokila pejonora pesita quenti la seki
hua. Pet nara pei nokila meri Na trajo
1.The sickle's release in the servant demands looking for the
servants consumption, for the becoming regrets of the weak fire
is a rotten one like mine I. Going to kill. (it) for the servants
consumption of torment, to the trinity’s becoming.
Comment: Again here, we have a recursive exposition of two verses in the previous
section of this chapter. Perhaps with an even more in-depth study of this work,
we’ll find that the sub-sections of this chapter, form a recursive exposition to the
first section of this chapter. And that this chapter itself, is a recursive exposition of

the first two chapters. This may prove insightful, should one take on the task of
examining this with greater depth than the present examination is allowing for. But
we are getting a hint of cycles and cycles within cycles, which is a key to the intimate
comprehension of the ‘Gnostic Circle’.
2) Terio pen soko la meriona peti KALA tej dores taj netika, poj
berijo toj peregi la huati na pei doro sa kila, Pei no thila perejo
kani-KAL-me sek doront.
2. Shall the furs of the reigning one become the made torment,
go to 456, light blackness, light emptiness, divide the sleeper and
light the Fire of the worshipper of the trinity, for blackness is
what i consume. As for the following falling seats of fire; they
are falling with 456 and my black pouring.
Comment: This is yet another overt Alchemical reference. The Tree-of-Life here is
said to contain the essential formula wherein the dross is separated from the fine
and absorbed or transformed by the ‘Body of Light’. There seems a subtlety here
that I must confess, I don’t yet have the full comprehension of and so, can’t
comment with any more detail. Perhaps here, we also have some new knowledge or
some new revelation from the Nephilim; from the Secret Chiefs.
3) Huati nek kien sak letina pejodo tei doronto petalen cors doje.
Hua lata kolia dor napi sekil dol terien dal Keti ra.
3. The worshipper of life is restricted, I find the trinity opened by
my sickle, and is against the black pouring of our common fire
such howls. Where I find the black creation, that place of mine
shall wholly be unto the white brothers regret.
Comment: A verse from the Book of the Law seems to summarize this perfectly:
"But to love me is better than all things: if under the night-stars in the desert thou
presently burnest mine incense before me, invoking me with a pure heart, and the Serpent
flame therein, thou shalt come a little to lie in my bosom. For one kiss wilt thou then be
willing to give all; but whoso gives one particle of dust shall lose all in that hour. Ye
shall gather goods and store of women and spices; ye shall wear rich jewels; ye shall
exceed the nations of the earth in splendour & pride; but always in the love of me, and so
shall ye come to my joy. I charge you earnestly to come before me in a single robe, and
covered with a rich headdress. I love you! I yearn to you! Pale or purple, veiled or
voluptuous, I who am all pleasure and purple, and drunkenness of the innermost sense,
desire you. Put on the wings, and arouse the coiled splendour within you: come unto
me!"—AL I.61
In your contemplation, think upon this and the verses from Liber LXV, quoted in
the previous section of this chapter. Again, this internal recursion seems a profound
quality in this transmission.

4) Pereti koi go lati seki la sa dol petina huati gel tojo. Peria cors
da LA.
4.The light rather says my riches goes wholly unto the trinity,
and the worshipper is enlightened, (by) FIRE, such of the FIRST.
Comment: This verse is yet an expansion upon the previous verse. As the previous
verse is really an allusion to the first part of the verse quoted from the Book of the
Law, so this verse is an allusion to the second half of that verse.
Chapter three - part four
1)Doloka - Quasinor, - torona peii dazi; ket ! La marasina huet da
kalina doi pe ra si; ket!
1.Death, 0 son of pleasure, shall sustain for that head, THEIRS.
The hopeless worship of the blood-serpent, your regret ends,
THEIRS.
Comment: Death is the crown of the ‘All’. It is the absorption of the ‘All’ into the
‘One’. “THEIRS” would be indicative of the ‘All’ as “head” is indicative of the
‘One’.
2) Però kol no basi, la huani ket dor OS. Pei no huati dol geri-salqina hua si noro da fiò pei nò.
2. PERI0s creating becomes (like)a cup, the worshipper; and they
are the black twelve. For being the worshippers whole killing of
the created man. I finished the sons with the union, for the song
of it.
Comment: The ‘Son’ is attributed to the ‘Logos’ and the “cup” is Perio or the ‘soul
of infinite space and the stars thereof’. The “created man” is a product of the
demiurge and requires a transformative “union” with the L.V.X. that is the ‘Logos’,
the ‘Word’, the “song”. Again, this verse is recursive.
3) Plati gei sati per doii nothora, pel da pej, cor sa qina laviò-sak
pereijo.
3. The partaker herein providing PERDOI (the fire snake) and
makes him sustain. The stiff fire there unto such concentration,
invoking my FIRE.
Comment: The name “PERDOI” reads like the word ‘Perdition’, a synonym for
Hell in the Christist mythos. In both cases, the association is with fire, and in both
cases the serpent is also associated. And it is interesting to note that the Nephilim
were hunted down by Moses or Aaron’s armies as evil enemies. They sought the

ultimately successful annihilation of the ‘Sons of God’ in order to secure their
political empire. Both in Liber AL vel Legis and the present work, the “fire snake”
is restored to its proper place in our mythos.
Chapter Three - part five.
1) Dolomi na terejo kati-sna pa rogo lavio-na-kile sak PeNI PeNA
dol parajo nok di savjon.
1. The All-power that becomes the good brothers motion is being
coated. Invoking the bolt, my PeNI furs wholly the fire of the
temple.
Comment: The “All-power” is the ‘All-Father’ and again, more recursion with this
slight articulation.
2) Pel-on-toki poj dari, quen di na uja qoria sek olon da
miorakistal, delio pen da-ra-mikalz corz snav pejilo por da huati
saii.
2. The stiff fire makes a mountain, divide, unite, the creation there,
the made trinity. The oven pours awfulness for the mighty release
of tears. The fighters furs of the mighty regret such makes the
knife move and lust for the worshipper of awfulness.
Comment: Again a recursive exposition on the Alchemical process with the added
articulation on the lust and worship of the snake.
"But your holy place shall be untouched throughout the centuries: though with fire and
sword it be burnt down & shattered, yet an invisible house there standeth, and shall stand
until the fall of the Great Equinox; when Hrumachis shall arise and the double-wanded
one assume my throne and place. Another prophet shall arise, and bring fresh fever from
the skies; another woman shall awake the lust & worship of the Snake; another soul of
God and beast shall mingle in the globed priest; another sacrifice shall stain the tomb;
another king shall reign; and blessing no longer be poured To the Hawk-headed mystical
Lord!"—AL III.34
3) Keni ma-prathisi sekio sna loi doromina del quati sekia tel
doroma, pejona dol peno sem da reti Qooloimo - TORIA!
3. The bound and falling virgins of mine moves and kisses the
solid gathered shapes of the fighters of mine creator, the black
seats falls, The sickle all furs overruns, the hard
understanding of the creators kiss - SUSTAINS!

Comment: This is a recapitulation and further articulation on the verse from Liber
AL vel Legis:
"Let it be that state of manyhood bound and loathing. So with thy all; thou hast no right
but to do thy will."—AL I.42
4) Petik derio na veit sak peri dol ka seki tel napa-ra-kise, Fejo la ki
ti sek quati nor tajo fen.
4. Not going to unite with what comes from my Fire ? All are then
my seats and the sword of regret, encircling the one and
guaranties it to be my creator’s son, the light follower.
Comment: Though Runar indicates that there is a chorus of spirits communicating
with him, consistently, the voice has been singular in nature. And here, the voice
indicates that it is also a creature, a created being. In this verse, it is equivocating
the Tree-of-Life with the ‘Logos’ with again the “seats” being the Sephiroth and the
“sword” being the ‘Lightening Flash’. The Tree-of-Life encompasses the whole
Universe and is its voice, which issues from the “light”.
5) Pelia doros saki ses sna per-odo doki la merital quati sonors.
Godinal pei soninal dogorathi pei sic le.
5. The stiff fire of the black 12, my axe moves opens the fire,
fulfills the Ones all-torment. The creator swore: the speed of
matter for the entities of' earth, the mystery of the howling
slaves.
Comment: The “speed of matter” seems a way of revealing the light infused in
matter, which is pure energy in whirling or “howling” motion. The sickle has
become the swifter moving “axe”, indicating a quickening of force not unlike the
quickening unto orgasm.
6) Perio sna vethi neiNa koti seg lo ponamira go huasi taj na, Vet
sami na rami do kaanistra pei doqola mi senid da ronto.
6. PERIO's motion is coming from the will of the trinity, and is the
cover of the awful one, destroying torment or saying I end it by
lighting the trinity. making war to the power of regret in olives
release, for in the creator power laments and pours blackness.
Comment: This is a perfect description of the war between the Great White
Brotherhood and the Black Lodge. The “creator power” is Choronzon who
provides the form of the Universe. He naturally resists any attempt to transform
this as he egoically holds to his creation in his intimate association with it. The

“lighting” of the “trinity” is as a “destroying torment” to both Choronzon and his
creation.
7) Quen tagi meii dore, fet guatina le poji sek da retina, kenti
malasa ko nori-ma.
7. The creation lights and looks around the blackness and visits
rottenness. Mine hard sickle divides. Rotten fallen riches covers
fallen sons.
Comment: The light is contained within matter, it but merely needs to be brought
forth in order to transform matter into light. Matter is the “Rotten fallen riches”
that “covers fallen sons” or our involution into matter as we are all ‘Sons of God’.
Again, this verse is entirely recursive in that it restates what has already been
provided earlier in this transmission. We are quickening in these final verses of the
text, towards a full summation of the text.
8) Feii sek do lami-na-na del kenti sek poroto nomistral. Pejonor
dol po.
8. I am whirling in the stones path, the fighters rottenness; my
fiery lust. End and release, sickle son your wholly divided.
Comment: With again, some recursion, we have the whirling energy that is the
‘Lightening Flash’ that creates the Tree-of-Life. Here however, the Sephiroth are
referred to as “stones”. This calls to our attention the following verses from Liber
AL vel Legis:
"The fool readeth this Book of the Law, and its comment; & he understandeth it not."—
AL III.63
"Let him come through the first ordeal, & it will be to him as silver."— AL III.64
"Through the second, gold."— AL III.65
"Through the third, stones of precious water."— AL III.66
The division is in the waters, the two firmaments of the Universe. And it is in the
uniting of these astral waters that is truly our destiny. As Crowley notes in his
commentary; “Now once again the adept aspires and comes to the sphere called the
Crown numbered 1, referred to the God Ra-Hoor-Khuit himself in man, to the Beginning
of Whirling Motions, and the First Mode of Matter…Its secret Truth is that Earth is
Heaven as Heaven is Earth, and shows the aspirant to himself as being a star.”
9) KETI sna ve rathi no; QO! Snati qe rathi re-mi-sa-na goro la mana
ke saki sovi.

9. The white brother is acting like a slave, GARMENTS! The move is
only the slaves cunning power finger. Desiring the offer are mine
feelings.
Comment: The Rosicrucian is told to wear the robe of his or her countrymen. And
sometimes, the King must lurk about in the clothes of a slave in order to be a better
servant to the kingdom. And as per the Book of the Law:
"Yea! deem not of change: ye shall be as ye are, & not other. Therefore the kings of the
earth shall be Kings for ever: the slaves shall serve. There is none that shall be cast
down or lifted up: all is ever as it was. Yet there are masked ones my servants: it may be
that yonder beggar is a King. A King may choose his garment as he will: there is no
certain test: but a beggar cannot hide his poverty."—AL II.58
And so yet again, we have a further articulation on a certain theme originally
presented in Crowley’s transmission.
10) Pei sek sa lima pei dorok ken ta de ra, peti sna veti vapelionara
da ketira quana seqi sel na huati na huati dol po.
10. The stiff Fire mine house, for darkness is bound of regret.
going to move, do as the stiff Fire, kill the white brothers
regrettable olive. Mine hand that worshipper wholly divides.
Comment: In the subtle game of chess played between the Great White
Brotherhood and the Black Lodge, sometimes one step back is the key to success.
There are certain defeats in battle that ultimately will lead to success. The Secret
Chiefs have a view of time that is far more encompassing than we can readily see.
11) Dolio cors da hueti ro saki sez snarza PERÒ
11. Everything, such as the worshipper is gone by my axe, swore
PERÒ.
Comment: “It is done.”

Translation done in May 93 e.v.

The Call of the EM:
Od Mi-stral co...
Inua va getil gi onusata.
Sic da vorontoe, maka mer NI zonos satinuj. Pelin doje, Vi
varim, mes ma-zani EL tare pinos zon serim. Galata re-i-va
vonos math pei Pirim po setij od soba gatinaja hal majakin r
donos zan belioreb gath, es no to re da Vi atre.
Nes la gatinuj ol makesela dorim fanastra chis zolon doje.
Zakare od Zamran EM gahe pirestrial, pei olon max te korin
da-vethik nolun.

And the release of Power covers...
For becoming similar to our origin, our creation is necessary.
The mystery of the released hymns, the promised torment that
the 28 provides to forms. The Black Fire howls, the 2nd sees
the old falling finger, the One becomes the stray walking
forms of sorrow. Into visciousness is the fortune falling, for
the Holy One divides itself and who cares will lament. (So,)
never shall the rulers fingers beauty bother, and even not
though it becomes as cunning as the 2nds plenary.
(I am) walking upon the matter, my sworn hands cut
blackness and discharges while creative hands are howling.
Move and show yourselves, You enlightening and consuming
Nine spirits, for there is made a pact (that makes it possible)
to number the unborn spirit.

